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For over a decade, Naâman has been presenting a hybrid, inspiring, and unifying style of reggae.
Indeed, defining this fusion of roots sound within the lineage of Damian Marley proves
challenging. 

Since 2013, he has experienced immediate and meteoric success, driven by his debut album
"Deep Rockers, Back a Yard," recorded at the legendary Harry J studio in Kingston. From the
outset, his music embodies a groovy and unstoppable flow, blending Jamaican sounds with an
urban approach. His vision is characterized by brotherly camaraderie, humanism, spontaneity,
and a colorful vision. Choosing English as the language of expression adds to the universal
appeal. 

Naâman, born Martin Mussard, prioritizes following his heart. Hailing from Dieppe (Deep Town),
he embodies a spirit of openness to the world, contagious sincerity, adventurous aspirations, and
positive energy. A free spirit, he constantly navigates between personal and spiritual quests,
rejecting stagnation and applying the same recipe.

And this philosophy is one that Naâman shares with his ever-expanding audience: boasting half a
million followers, music videos with views soaring into eight figures, a certified golden record,
appearances at nationally and internationally renowned festivals, and noteworthy collaborations
with the likes of Toots and The Maytals, Tiken Jah Fakoly, Némir, among others.

Two years ago, Naâman unveiled "Temple Road," his fourth studio album, undeniably the
pinnacle of his career. It proved to be a resounding success, resonating deeply with his audience
and garnering praise from the media. With over 60 million streams and following extensive tours,
Naâman continues his journey with "Temple Road Extended."

And it’s a journey, he doesn’t live alone... For this reissue, he offers exclusive and highly
anticipated collaborations with artists such as Biga*Ranx, Groundation, and Alborosie.

In fall 2024, Naâman will take to the stages of Europe's capital cities with his sound system
formula alongside Fatbabs. Expect an energetic, danceable show sure to delight reggae and hip
hop enthusiasts !


